
List several ways artists are able create the illusion  

of depth in a two dimensional work.

Describe and Compare  “atmospheric perspective”

with “one-point perspective.”

Cite a Leonardo Da Vinci (or other) work for each.

What is “amplified perspective” or 

“foreshortening” ? Cite a work or describe. 

Describe the difference between  

“vanishing point”  and “vantage point” 

What is “hatching” and “cross-hatching.” 

What does it help create when used in  

drawing or painting? 

What is negative space?   

Cite an example in the world or in art.
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( vertical placement ) (and focus)

both help create the illusion of depth

atmospheric perspective : distant objects become less distinct, often 
cooler in color, less contrast in value

linear perspective with only one vanishing point in the composition

Mona Lisa - Background - Landscape

Last Supper - Interior Room - Architecture - 

A way of showing an object or figure as it quickly goes backward 
from the picture plane.  Often at an angle approaching the perpen-
dicular.  Things closer are much larger than things farther away

vanishing point = In linear perspective, the point on the horizon line 
where parallel lines appear to converge. 

vantage point  = the point where the viewer is positioned,  
where the lens is in relation to the scene

An area of closely spaced parallel lines, employed in drawing and 
engraving, to create the effect of shading or modeling. See also 
cross-hatching. 

negative shape or space 

The empty space (s)  around shapes that can acquire its own sense 
of form or volume.

NOTE:   Can also be associated with 
“FIGURE” / “GROUND” relationships



What is a “Value” scale

What is chiaroscuro ?

Describe and Compare  

ADDITIVE COLOR

 

SUBTRACTIVE COLOR

What are their media. 

What do all colors together create in each.

In painting or drawing how can  

“shape”  become “form or mass”

What is a color wheel 

What is the color spectrum 

Compare them.

What is an artist’s palette?  (A physical thing)

In color what is the difference between 

a tint of color vs a shade of a color?

a range of values or tone -  from light to dark

In drawing and painting, the use of light and dark to create the effect of three-
dimensional, modeled surfaces.

This is one means of strengthening an illusion of depth on a two-dimensional 
surface, and was an important topic among artists of the Renaissance.

additive process  - when different hues of COLORED LIGHT (MONITORS/CELLPHONES/
TVS) are combined, the resulting mixture is higher in key than the original hues and 
brighter as well, and as more and more hues are added, the resulting mixture is closer and 
closer to white. 

subtractive process - when different hues of PIGMENT (PAINT/INK/PENCIL MEDIA) are 
combined, the resulting mixture is lower in key than the original hues and duller as well, 
and as more and more hues are added, the resulting mixture is closer and closer to black. 

additive process  - LIGHT 
subtractive process - PIGMENT

additive process  - WHITE
subtractive process - BLACK

Shading / Value /

System to organize and name colors and color relationships

Visible wavelengths from the sun



Art can be described as fitting in three categories:   From the recognizable to the purely invented  and somewhere in between. 

 (Piet Mondrian’s career went through all three: Windmills  1895 -         Tree Studies  1911-                  RYB Compositions 1932) 

List those three major categories of art.

What is  iconography.             THE STUDY OR DESCRIPTION OF IMAGES AND SYMBOLS.  AND THEIR MEANING 
    THE VISUAL IMAGES AND SYMBOLS USED IN A WORK OF ART OR THE STUDY OR INTERPRETATION OF THESE.

    SYMBOLIC MEANING OF IMAGERY

Cite examples from Van Eyck’s - Arnolfini Double Portrait

Possible Symbolism of : dog - shoes - peoples  pose - fruit - 

Describe asymmetrical balance 

BALANCE ACHIEVED IN A COMPOSITION WHEN NEITHER SIDE REFLECTS OR MIRRORS THE OTHER.

What is  plein-air painting?

SEE GLOSSARY HANDOUT

What artist we have studied worked in this way?

MONET OR VAN GOGH

Do Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings have a focal point and emphasis?   NO              If so, where?

The “golden section” is found within the Parthenon building in Athens, Greece.  

The Parthenon is in our book as an example of what principle?   PROPORTION

Art objects that are intended to stimulate a sense of “beauty” in the viewer are thought to be _______ rather than functional.   
a) utilitarian  B) aesthetic   c) objective  d) iconographic

The terms naturalistic or realistic art are sometimes used to describe  
A) representational art. b) abstract art.  c) nonrepresentational art. d) folk art.

Artworks can feature the same “subject matter” (American flag for instance) yet can have different “content.”  “Content” refers to  a) what the 
work expresses or means. b) the culture that produced it.  c) its style. d) the way it looks.

1. The Starry Night, by Vincent van Gogh, indicates the power of the artist’s  
 a) expressive line.  b) analytical line.  c) classical line.  d) contour line.

A) REPRESENTATIONAL      B) ABSTRACT      C) NONREPRESENTATIONAL 



What do pattern and texture have in common?

      REPETITION

How are they different 

 TEACHER OPINION:   PATTERN IS BUILT ON A GRID : TILES / FABRIC / SQUARES  

Where can each tend to occur? Cite some examples.

 PATTERN IS MAN MADE 

 TEXTURE APPEARS IN NATURE 

In art,  What is scale?
 THE COMPARATIVE SIZE OF AN OBJECT IN RELATION TO OTHER OBJECTS AND SETTINGS.

List several “elements” of art
 SEE CLASS HAND OUT OR CLASS WEBSITE

List several “principles” of design

 SEE CLASS HAND OUT OR CLASS WEBSITE

List 4 “roles of the artist” from our author

Artists help us see the world in new or innovative ways.

Artists make a visual record  of the people, places, and events  of their time and place.

Artists make functional objects and structures (buildings) 
more pleasurable and imbue them with meaning.

Artists give form to immaterial - hidden or universal truths, spiritual forces, personal feelings.

List several content “themes” from our author     (Warhol - Race Riot)

SEE CLASS HAND OUT.


